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ChoicesNow ChoicesNow

What was 
the person

doing?

Figure 1. Can you tell what the person was doing 3 seconds ago? Inferring past human motions solely based on a single RGB image
suffers from huge uncertainty. See the answers in Fig. 2.

Abstract

Inferring past human motion from RGB images is chal-
lenging due to the inherent uncertainty of the prediction
problem. Thermal images, on the other hand, encode
traces of past human-object interactions left in the envi-
ronment via thermal radiation measurement. Based on
this observation, we collect the first RGB-Thermal dataset
for human motion analysis, dubbed Thermal-IM. Then
we develop a three-stage neural network model for accu-
rate past human pose estimation. Comprehensive experi-
ments show that thermal cues significantly reduce the am-
biguities of this task, and the proposed model achieves
remarkable performance. The dataset is available at
https://github.com/ZitianTang/Thermal-IM.

1. Introduction
Imagine we have a robot assistant at home. When it

comes to offering help, it may wonder what we did in the
past. For instance, it wonders which cups were used, then
cleans them. Or it can better predict our future actions once
the past is known. But how can it know this? Consider
the images in Fig. 1. Can you tell what happened 3 sec-
onds ago? An image contains a wealth of information. The
robot may extract geometric and semantic cues, infer the
affordance of the scene, and imagine how humans would
interact and fit in the environment. Therefore, in the left
image, it can confidently deduce that the person was sitting
on the couch; however, it is not sure where. Similarly, it can
imagine many possibilities in the right image but cannot be
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certain. Indeed, given a single RGB image, the problem is
inherently ill-posed.

In this paper, we investigate the use of a novel sensor
modality, thermal data, for past human behavior analysis.
Thermal images are typically captured by infrared cameras,
with their pixel values representing the temperature at the
corresponding locations in the scene. As heat transfer oc-
curs whenever there is contact or interaction between hu-
man bodies and their environment, thermal images serve as
strong indicators of where and what has happened. Con-
sider the thermal images in Fig. 2. With thermal images, we
can instantly determine where the person was sitting. This
is because the objects they contacted were heated, leaving
behind bright marks. If a robot assistant is equipped with
a thermal camera, it can more effectively infer the past and
provide better assistance. Otherwise, we may need a camera
installed in every room and keep them operational through-
out the day.

With these motivations in mind, we propose to develop a
system that, given an indoor thermal image with a human in
it, generates several possible poses of the person N(N = 3)
seconds ago. To achieve this goal, we first collect a Thermal
Indoor Motion dataset (Thermal-IM) composed of RGB,
thermal, and depth videos of indoor human motion with es-
timated human poses. In each video, the actor performs
various indoor movements (e.g., walking, sitting, kneeling)
and interacts with different objects (e.g., couch, chair, cabi-
net, table) in a room. Then we design a novel, interpretable
model for past human pose estimation. The model consists
of three stages: the first stage proposes where the human
might have been 3 seconds ago, leveraging the most dis-
cernible information in thermal images. The second stage
infers what action the human was performing. Finally, the
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AnswerNow AnswerNow

The person 
was certainly 

there!

Figure 2. Thermal images to the rescue: Thermal images encode traces of past human-object interactions, which can help us infer past
human behavior and understand objects’ affordance. In this work, we focus on estimating human body poses a few seconds ago.

third stage synthesizes an exact pose.
Experiments show that our method managed to gener-

ate plausible past poses based on the locations and shapes
of thermal cues. These results are more accurate than the
RGB-only counterparts, thanks to the reduced uncertainty
of past human movements. Furthermore, our model auto-
matically and implicitly discovers the correlation between
thermal mark intensity and time.

The contributions of this work are the following:

• We make the first attempt at a novel past human motion
estimation task by exploiting thermal footprints.

• We construct the Thermal-IM dataset, which contains
synchronized RGB-Thermal and RGB-Depth videos
of indoor human motion.

• We propose an effective three-stage model to infer past
human motion from thermal images.

2. Related Works
Thermal imaging in machine learning: A thermal cam-
era captures the far-infrared radiation emitted by any object
(known as black body radiation), which is robust in varied
illumination conditions. This property helps improve the
performances of semantic segmentation and tracking sys-
tems significantly in urban scenes. Ha et al. [7] releases
the first RGB-Thermal image segmentation dataset and ver-
ifies the benefit of incorporating thermal images, especially
in night-time scenes. Subsequently, plenty of datasets and
models about semantic segmentation [5, 15, 26–29, 39, 43]
and tracking [13, 14, 16–18, 20, 22, 31, 36–38, 40, 41] are
proposed. These works propose various model structures to
investigate the best way to fuse RGB and thermal features.

There are a few works making use of other characteris-
tics of thermal imaging. Based on the property that most
glass is opaque to infrared light, Huo et al. [10] recog-
nizes glass based on RGB-Thermal image pairs. Their
method significantly outperforms the RGB counterpart. As
hand-object contact can leave apparent marks on objects,
Brahmbhatt et al. [1] proposes a dataset recording contact
maps for human grasps. They use a generative adversarial
network model to predict how humans grasp a given object.

Their results reveal various aspects affecting human grasp-
ing behavior.

Our work is the first study on the relationship between
thermal imaging and indoor human motion. Solving this
task requires a deep understanding of how a thermal mark’s
location, shape, and intensity relate to human behavior.

Human motion prediction: Human motion prediction
aims to predict the 2D or 3D future poses, given one’s pose
history. A wide range of techniques are used to tackle this
task regardless of the scene context, such as graphical mod-
els [2], recurrent neural networks [6, 12, 24, 34], graph con-
volutional networks [23, 42], and temporal convolutional
networks [9, 19]. Moreover, [4, 30, 33, 35] consider pose
history together with image context to predict future poses.
However, these methods only concern a local patch around
the human rather than the whole background scene.

To predict 3D future human motion, Cao et al. [3] pro-
poses a method composed of three modules, GoalNet, Path-
Net, and PoseNet. Given an image and pose history, a
VAE-based GoalNet predicts a few possible human torso
positions in the future. Afterward, PathNet, an Hourglass
model [25], generates a route from the current human po-
sition to each predicted future one. Finally, Transformer-
based PoseNet synthesizes a pose at each point along a
route. It is worth noticing that the last two modules are
deterministic, and the PoseNet is not provided with scene
context. Wang [32] develops a GAN-based model to gener-
ate plausible future human motion in a given image. Their
method comprises two stages. The first stage generates mo-
tion trajectories conditioned on the scene, while the second
stage approximates the pose distribution given the scene and
the trajectory.

Our work focuses on inferring human motion in the past
rather than the future. These two tasks are similar regardless
of the direction of the time flow. Hence, the works above in-
spire our model design. While these works take a historical
pose sequence into account, our work infers the past only
according to a single frame and a static human pose in it.
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RGB-Thermal

RGB-Depth

RGB-Thermal

RGB-Depth

Figure 3. Statistics of our Thermal Indoor Motion (Thermal-IM) dataset. Our dataset comprises 783 synchronized RGB-Thermal and
RGB- Depth video clips, with 24 types of human-object interactions. We also provide estimated 2D and 3D human poses in each frame.

3. Thermal Indoor Motion dataset
Previous RGB-Thermal image datasets are mostly about

urban scenes rather than indoor scenes. Moreover, none
of them focus on human-scene interactions. This moti-
vates us to collect the Thermal Indoor Motion (Thermal-IM)
dataset. It contains synchronized RGB-Thermal and RGB-
Depth videos with estimated human poses about a person
moving and interacting with objects in indoor scenes.

We collect the Thermal-IM dataset using an RGB-
Thermal camera (Hikvision DS-2TD4237T-10) and an
RGB-Depth camera (Intel RealSense L515). The resolu-
tion of the RGB-Thermal camera is 1080 × 1920 for the
RGB channel and 288 × 384 for the thermal channel. That
of the RGB-Depth camera is 480×640. These two cameras
record videos simultaneously, and their extrinsic parameters
are estimated.

During data collection, an actor performs several preset
actions, leaving cues in thermal images. In total, we col-
lect 783 video clips, ∼ 560k frames in 15 FPS (∼ 10.4
hours). 74% of the videos involve one actor and two dif-
ferent rooms, which is the main part we use to develop our
method. The rest is a held-out part for the generalization test
in Sec. 5.5, engaging one another actor or room. We record
the videos from various viewing angles and rearrange the
objects in the rooms to ensure scene diversity.

We implement a pose estimation pipeline to derive
smooth and accurate 3D pose sequences in the videos. De-
tails of the pose estimation process are in Appendix. We
manually annotate the start and end time of each human-
object interaction in the videos. There are 24 different types
of action-object pairs present in the dataset. Statistical de-
tails and examples are in Fig. 3.

Although 3D poses and depth point clouds are available
in the dataset, we concentrate on a 2D version of the pro-
posed task - inferring 2D poses in the image space. There-
fore, we obtain 2D poses by projecting the 3D ones to the
image plane of the RGB-Thermal camera to conduct our
work. Note that the actor is usually stationary, in which case
motion inference is trivial. We filter out the clips where the
average displacement per joint is less than 45 pixels in 3
seconds. The remaining 110k frames serve as the data for
our proposed task.

4. Method
This work aims to infer what a person in a thermal im-

age was doing N seconds ago. We set N = 3 since we
empirically find that it takes at most 3 seconds for a per-
son to complete an action. If N is too small, one can infer
past poses directly from current poses without any context.
On the other hand, if N gets larger, the thermal cues may
disappear, and the uncertainty of the past increases.

Due to the inherent uncertainty of human motion, our
model makes stochastic predictions, i.e., M possible 3s-ago
poses of the person. Thermal images provide plenty of cues
telling where the people were and how they interacted with
the environment. It is challenging for a model to understand
this information and make plausible inferences.

Formally, given a thermal image I ∈ RH×W , the goal
is to generate M 2D poses of the person 3 seconds ago,
denoted by q1:M ∈ RM×J×2. Here (H,W ) is the size of
the images, and J is the number of joints in a human pose.
We also provide the current pose p ∈ RJ×2 of the person
in the image so that a model can focus on inferring the past
instead of struggling to recognize the person first.
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GoalNet

TypeNet

PoseNet Refinement

Heatmap
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Distribution

Sample

Thermal Image

Current Pose

Figure 4. Overview of our pipeline. Given a thermal image and an estimated human pose as input, GoalNet first predicts the distribution
of the person’s location 3 seconds ago and samples one from it. Then, TypeNet predicts pose type distribution and samples one pose from
them. Finally, PoseNet refines the pose to match the input observation better. The RGB images are for visualization purposes only.

We propose a three-stage framework illustrated in Fig. 4
to tackle this task. It has three components, GoalNet, Type-
Net, and PoseNet. In the first stage, GoalNet proposes pos-
sible positions where the human was 3 seconds ago. Next,
TypeNet assigns a possible pose type (sitting, standing,
walking, etc.) at each proposed position. Finally, PoseNet
synthesizes a pose of the assigned type at each proposed
position. The rest of this section will discuss the motivation
and details of our method.

4.1. GoalNet

When a thermal image like Fig. 2 is shown to humans,
one can intuitively figure out where the actor used to be by
recognizing the bright marks on the objects. Consequently,
one can confidently tell that the actor was around the bright
mark or on a path connecting that position with the current
position 3 seconds ago. Therefore, our first stage GoalNet
G is designed to capture the distribution of human position.

Let r ∈ R2 denote the torso joint position of a pose
q ∈ RJ×2 that we want to generate. We sample r from
a distribution P (r) ∈ RH×W , where

P (r) = G(I,Hp) (1)

is predicted by GoalNet based on the image and current hu-
man pose. Here we use Hx ∈ RL×H×W to denote the
heatmap representation of a series of 2D positions x ∈
RL×2. Thus Hp here is in shape J ×H ×W .

We use an Hourglass model [25] as the architecture of
GoalNet. This model can not only capture local thermal
cues but also consider the context information to generate a
plausible position distribution in the image space.

4.2. TypeNet

After the torso position is specified, the next step is to
generate a pose at that location. Instead of drawing a hu-
man pose directly, one may first speculate what action the
character was doing there, such as if the one was sitting or
standing and if the one was facing to the left or right. More-
over, the possible human poses are diverse even at a partic-
ular position, e.g., it is plausible to stand to both the left and
right in some circumstances. Therefore, we need first spec-
ify a pose type (action) at each position before synthesizing
an explicit pose.

To derive pose labels, we cluster all the poses in the train-
ing set into several groups, and each group corresponds to
a pose type. In practice, we align the torso joints of all
poses, represent a J-joint pose as a 2(J − 1)-dimensional
vector, and apply the K-Means algorithm in Euclidian space
to form 200 clusters.

The second stage TypeNet T then gives a distribution
P (z) ∈ R200 over all pose types at the proposed position r
according to the inputs, where z denotes a pose type index.
Formally,

P (z) = T (I,Hp, Hr). (2)

As a typical image classification task, ResNet18 [8] serves
as the backbone of TypeNet. We can sample a pose type
from the distribution P (z) as the actor’s action that we infer.

4.3. PoseNet

The final step is synthesizing a human pose of type z
at location r. At this step, the detailed information in the
image determines the pose’s size and the joints’ accurate
positions. We develop PoseNet P to infer the pose while
being aware of this information.
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PoseNet is also an Hourglass model like GoalNet. It
gives a heatmap P (q) ∈ R(J−1)×H×W for all joints of q
except the torso joint. Instead of feeding the pose type in-
dex z into PoseNet, we paint the z-th cluster’s center pose
at position r as input. Hence, PoseNet is refining a given
pose rather than generating a pose from scratch. Formally,
we have

P (q̃) = P(I,Hp, Hr, HCz+r), (3)

∀1 ≤ j ≤ J − 1, q̃j = argmax
x,y

P (q̃j = (x, y)), (4)

q = [q̃, r] , (5)

where q̃ denotes a human pose without the torso joint and
Cz is the z-th pose cluster center.

4.4. Learning

We split the main part of the dataset mentioned in Sec. 3
into training, validation, and test sets in terms of video clips
and train our model with the training set.

The three modules are trained separately, using the
ground truth in the last step as input and supervised by the
labels in the current step. As the predictions of all modules
are probability distributions, we utilize Cross Entropy Loss
(LCE) as their training objectives. Let r̂ and q̂ be the ground
truth torso position and human pose 3 seconds ago, and let
ẑ be the pose type of q̂. The training losses for GoalNet G,
TypeNet T , and PoseNet P are

LG = LCE (G(I,Hp), r̂) , (6)

LT = LCE (T (I,Hp, Hr̂), ẑ) , (7)

LP =
J−1∑

j=1

LCE (Pj(I,Hp, Hr̂, HCẑ+r̂), q̂j) . (8)

4.5. Inference

This task requires a model to give M possible answers
for each test sample. To do this, we sample M torso po-
sitions r at the GoalNet stage and then run TypeNet and
PoseNet once for each sampled position.

In TypeNet, rather than sampling among all pose types,
we find that top-k sampling with k = 5 leads to the best
performance. That is, we sample the pose type from the
five types with the highest probabilities given by TypeNet.
At the PoseNet stage, the position with the highest weight
in each joint’s heatmap is picked as the final prediction.

5. Experiments
In this section, we first evaluate the effectiveness of our

approach on the Thermal-IM dataset. Then we investigate
the importance of different modalities for inferring past hu-
man behavior. Finally, we comprehensively study the char-
acteristic of our model.

(a) KNN

(b) Hourglass

(c) Ours

Most Accurate     Least Accurate

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago

Figure 5. Comparison against baselines. We sort the predictions
of each approach based on MPJPE and show the 1st, 5th, 10th, and
20th poses from left to right. KNN fails to infer where the person
was. Hourglass is able to locate where the person was, but their
predictions do not comply with the affordance of the scene. Our
method, in contrast, produces reasonable and accurate estimates.

5.1. Evaluation metrics

MPJPE: We calculate the Mean Per Joint Position Error
(MPJPE) [11] between the generated poses and the ground
truth to evaluate their similarity. Specifically, MPJPE is the
average Euclidian distance in the number of pixels from
each joint to its corresponding answer. Due to the uncer-
tainty of the past, 30 poses are generated for each test sam-
ple by each model. We report the average MPJPE of the
top-1/3/5 ones closest to the ground truth.

Negative log-likelihood (NLL): As our modules yield
probability distributions, we can determine the probability
of each pose. To quantify the accuracy of our model, we uti-
lize the NLL of the actual poses as a metric. We report this
metric for all methods that support likelihood estimation.

Semantic score: Note that one can randomly synthesize
diverse poses ignoring the scene context to achieve low top-
k MPJPE. However, such poses may be implausible in the
scene. We use semantic score [21] to measure how many
generated poses are plausible in the given contexts. Specif-
ically, we construct a dataset containing RGB images with
plausible and implausible poses based on Thermal-IM (in-
cluding the held-out part) and train a binary classifier to dis-
tinguish them. Plausible poses are the 3s-ago poses, and im-
plausible poses are derived by randomly replacing, shifting,
and perturbing the plausible ones. The classifier achieves a
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Method MPJPE NLL Semantic

Top 1 Top 3 Top 5 Score(%)

KNN 19.26 24.53 28.44 N/A 61.94
Hourglass 23.80 27.99 31.03 136.23 67.05

Ours 18.33 22.25 25.25 103.75 82.11

Table 1. Evaluation results of our model and baselines. Our
model outperforms all the baselines in all metrics.

Input MPJPE NLL Semantic

Top 1 Top 3 Top 5 Score(%)

RGB 22.06 27.21 31.12 105.03 87.56
Thermal 18.33 22.25 25.25 103.75 82.11
RGB-T 19.23 23.52 26.76 103.75 85.46

T w/o pose 19.62 24.00 27.27 104.38 80.55

Table 2. Ablation study on model input. The thermal model
achieves the best MPJPE and NLL, while the RGB model has the
highest semantic score. The RGB-T model access both modalities
but does not provide a better performance in any metric. Once the
current pose is not provided, the thermal model can still achieve
competitive results.

test accuracy of 85.77%. The semantic score for a method is
defined as the ratio of generated poses recognized as plau-
sible by the classifier. Examples of training data and imple-
mentation details are in Appendix.

5.2. Baselines

KNN: We first construct a pool of current-past pose pairs
from the training set. Since the adjacent video frames are
alike, we sample one frame every 15 frames. Next, given a
test human pose, we leverage K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
to retrieve 30 closet samples from the pool. Finally, we treat
the corresponding past pose as the results.

Hourglass: We adapt the state-of-the-art 2D pose estima-
tion model [25] as our second baseline. Given input obser-
vation(s), we first predict a distribution map for each joint
of the past pose. Since independently sampling each joint
may result in unrealistic poses, we then exploit the human
poses from the training set and evaluate their likelihood with
the predicted distribution. This ensures that the estimated
poses are always realistic. Finally, we select 30 poses with
the highest likelihood. In practice, we consider 1/200 poses
from the training set.

5.3. Evaluation results

As shown in Tab. 1, our method outperforms the base-
lines significantly across all metrics. It is able to recover

(a) RGB Model

(b) Thermal Model

Most Accurate     Least Accurate

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago

Figure 6. Importance of thermal imaging. In this example, it
is hard to infer the person’s past action through the RGB image.
With the thermal image, however, one can easily and reliably infer
that the person was lying on the couch.

plausible human poses 3 seconds ago accurately. Some
qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5. In the thermal im-
age, the bright mark implies that the person was sitting on
the sofa. Our method observes this and synthesizes several
poses sitting or getting up from there. In contrast, KNN ei-
ther retrieves poses sitting in other places or gives implau-
sible answers - a pose sitting on nothing. As for Hourglass,
although it succeeds in locating the place where the person
was sitting, the estimated poses do not comply with the af-
fordance of the sofa.

5.4. Ablation studies

We first investigate the importance of different modali-
ties for inferring the past. Then we study whether the avail-
ability of the current human pose will affect the model per-
formance. We refer the readers to Appendix for ablation on
the modules.

Importance of different modalities: As shown in Tab. 2,
our model performs best on MPJPE and NLL when taking
thermal images as input. However, the semantic score is
higher when RGB images are included. We conjecture this
is because the details in the scene are more apparent in the
RGB domain.

We show two qualitative comparisons in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7. The horizontal thermal mark on the sofa (see Fig. 6)
implies that the person was lying there. With thermal im-
ages, the model can infer various lying poses. Its RGB
counterpart, however, cannot notice this and only synthe-
sizes sitting poses. As for Fig. 7, there is no thermal cue on
any object, indicating that the person did not touch anything
in the short past. The thermal model thus only generates
walking poses. In contrast, the RGB model fails to capture
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(a) RGB Model

(b) Thermal Model

Most Accurate     Least Accurate

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago

Figure 7. Ablation study on input modality. In this example, the
person did not touch any object. While the thermal model is ca-
pable of inferring this reliably, the RGB model fails — it predicts
sitting poses incorrectly.

the difference and predicts multiple sitting poses.
Additionally, although the RGB-Thermal model benefits

from richer information, its performance falls between that
of the RGB and thermal models. This observation suggests
that early fusion methods, such as concatenation at the input
level, fail to capture cross-modal interactions effectively.
Further research is needed to develop more effective fusion
methods that can capitalize on the complementary nature of
RGB and thermal modalities.

Current pose as input: To infer the past, it is crucial for
a model to know the human pose in the current frame. Once
the model is provided with the current pose, it does not need
to implicitly learn to recognize the human. However, one
may have trouble estimating the current pose in practice. To
tackle this issue, we train a model that does not require cur-
rent poses. As shown in Tab. 2, the performance degrades a
bit but is still competitive. If the human pose is unavailable
in practice, our method without input body pose can serve
as an effective alternative.

5.5. Analysis

Effect of thermal intensity: After a human-object inter-
action, the thermal mark left on the object gradually gets
dimmer and finally vanishes. Thus the intensity of the mark
reveals information about when the interaction happened.
To see whether our model learns about this knowledge, we
manually modify the mark brightness in a given image and
then examine how our model’s prediction changes.

Fig. 8 shows the varied heatmap predictions of GoalNet,
representing the distributions of the person’s position 3 sec-
onds ago. When the mark on the sofa is bright, the heatmap
density tends to converge at the mark’s position. On the
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Figure 8. Effect of thermal intensity on GoalNet predictions.
The intensity indicates how long the time has passed since the
last interaction — the larger the intensity, the shorter amount of
time. As it increases, the inferred distribution of the character’s
3-second-ago position gets closer to the thermal mark.

contrary, it is close to the person when the mark is dim.
This result coincides with our intuition. A mark is bright
only if the interaction was just over in the past few seconds;
therefore, it is more likely that a person was there 3 seconds
ago. Conversely, if a mark is dim, the person probably had
already left there 3 seconds ago. This experiment suggests
that our model understands the time information contained
in thermal mark intensity.

Generalization: The videos in the Thermal-IM training
set only involve one actor and two different rooms. It is
critical to investigate whether a model trained on it general-
izes well when the actor and environment are changed. To
this end, we use the held-out part of the Thermal-IM dataset
mentioned in Sec. 3 to conduct generalization experiments.
This part of data involves several factors changed from the
training set, including the arrangement of objects, the back-
ground, the actor, and the room. These changes are illus-
trated in Fig. 9.

We test our RGB and thermal models over these four
cases to examine how these changes influence them. Tab. 3
shows the results. Although the model performances dete-
riorate compared to Tab. 2, the thermal model is still the
best in MPJPE and NLL when changing the arrangement,
background, or room. Particularly, when a new background
or room is involved, the performance decrease of the ther-
mal model is much smaller than that of its RGB counterpart.
We hypothesize that reason is that when seeing new objects
and backgrounds, the RGB model tries to identify things hu-
mans can interact with; instead, the thermal model infers the
past by finding the thermal marks in certain shapes without
considering object identification. The latter mechanism is
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(b) Room 2 (c) New arrangement(a) Room 1 (d) New background (e) New actor (f) New room

Figure 9. Generalization to new environment: Our training data is collected from two rooms: (a) Room 1 and (b) Room 2. To verify
whether our model can generalize to new environment without overfitting, during evaluation we (c) rearrange the object layouts, (d) switch
the background, (e) replace the actor, and even (f) test on a complete different room.

Changed Factor Modality MPJPE NLL Semantic Score(%)
Top 1 Top 3 Top 5

Arrangement RGB 21.27 26.38 30.42 107.10 93.69
Thermal 20.41 25.10 28.36 105.37 89.56

Background RGB 25.07 30.02 33.47 111.67 83.80
Thermal 19.85 24.24 27.83 107.82 81.49

Actor RGB 24.37 29.20 32.77 114.87 91.21
Thermal 24.60 28.92 31.98 114.26 81.33

Room RGB 35.05 42.00 47.11 121.14 19.55
Thermal 23.05 27.59 31.16 112.84 36.88

Table 3. Generalization test results. In most cases, the thermal model provides more accurate predictions, while the RGB model achieves
higher semantic scores when the room is not changed. Moreover, the thermal model greatly outperforms the RGB model when introducing
a new background or room. This certifies that our thermal model is more robust to environmental appearance.

more robust to the appearance changes of the environment.

Limitations: In Tab. 3, we observe performance degra-
dation in both RGB and thermal models when a new ac-
tor is involved. We ascribe this to the new actor’s different
stature and behavioral habits from the one in the dataset.
The personal habits introduce new actions the model has
never seen, and the different statures indicate different sizes
of human poses. However, our model architecture, most no-
tably TypeNet, limits the prediction of poses that appear in
the training set. We expect future work on the model design
to perform better on actor generalization.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we propose to infer past human pose by

leveraging thermal imaging. We collect the Thermal-IM
dataset containing RGB-Thermal and RGB-Depth videos
about indoor human motion with estimated poses. Based on
this dataset, a three-stage method is developed to tackle the
proposed task. We show that inference of the past becomes

an easier task with thermal images compared to RGB ones.
The experiments demonstrate not only our model’s capa-
bility of understanding past human location and action but
also its awareness of the correlation between thermal mark
intensity and time. Some aspects of this task remain to be
explored, such as how to effectively fuse RGB and thermal
modalities to use their information jointly.
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Appendix

We first introduce the pose estimation pipeline in dataset
construction in Appendix A. In Appendix B, we specify
the details of the method implementation. We individu-
ally evaluate each module in our method, and the results
are in Appendix C. We also show some qualitative results
in Appendix D to demonstrate our method’s capability of
inferring the past. Appendix E is an ablation study on our
method pipeline. Finally, we state the approval for our
Thermal-IM dataset in Appendix F.

A. Pose estimation in dataset construction
We implement a two-stage pose extraction pipeline to ac-

quire smooth and accurate 3D poses from RGB video pairs.
In the first stage, we use [4] to estimate a coarse 3D pose

for every RGB frame. The resulting poses are in Open-
Pose [2] body 25 skeleton with 25 joints. According to the
pose estimation results, we divide the videos into continu-
ous segments, ensuring that the character is always in the
view of both cameras in each segment.

In the second stage, we synthesize the monocular pose
estimation results of the two cameras to improve the pose
quality. We first implement a triangulation step for more
accurate depth estimation. Specifically, for each timestamp
t, let pt, qt be the coarse 3D poses in the camera coordinates
detected from the two cameras. We find a pair of scales a, b
that minimizes the `2 distance between pt · a and qt · b in
the world coordinate. After that, we use EasyMocap [1] to
refine the pose sequence further. It smooths a sequence of
3D poses by optimizing the SMPL body parameters [6].

We further eliminate the failure cases of pose estimation.
Specifically, all the poses are clustered into 2000 groups,
and we manually filter out the clusters representing con-
torted poses.

B. Implementation details
Data processing: In our task, we use the first 15 joints
out of the 25 joints in the OpenPose skeleton to represent a
human pose. The first 15 joints are enough to depict human
actions while ignoring the details such as ears and toes.

The input image size for our model is 288 × 384. And
the evaluation metric MPJPE is also computed at this scale.
The RGB and thermal lenses of our RGB-Thermal camera
have different fields of view, and that of the thermal lens is

Module Learning rate Batch size

GoalNet 5× 10−5 32
TypeNet 5× 10−5 128
PoseNet 1× 10−4 32

Semantic score model 3× 10−5 128

Table 1. Learning rates and batch sizes.

Plausible 
samples

Implausible 
samples

Figure 1. Samples used to develop the semantic score classifier.
Plausible ones are samples in the dataset, while implausible ones
are derived by random pose replacement, shift, and perturbation.

smaller. We resize the thermal images in a preset way to
align with the human poses, which are estimated in RGB
image space.

Model implementation: The backbones of GoalNet and
PoseNet are both an Hourglass model [7] with three blocks,
while that of TypeNet is ResNet18 [3]. The sizes of
heatmap outputs of GoalNet and PoseNet are 72 × 96, and
they are resized to be 288 × 384 by interpolation.

All modules are trained using the Adam optimizer [5] for
6k batch iterations. The learning rates and batch sizes are in
Tab. 1. We use random crop and flip as data augmentation
for all of them.

Semantic score: The data we use to train the semantic
score model contains RGB images with plausible and im-
plausible poses. Plausible poses are the 3s-ago poses, and
implausible poses are derived by randomly replacing, shift-
ing, and perturbing the plausible ones. Some samples are
shown in Fig. 1.

Given an RGB image and a pose, we want a binary clas-
sifier to estimate how likely the pose is plausible. We use
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Module Average `2 Distance

Top 1 Top 3 Top 5

GoalNet 10.50 15.02 31.12

Table 2. Evaluation of GoalNet. We calculate the `2 distances
from the top-1/3/5 predicted positions to the ground truth in the
number of pixels.

Module Accuracy

Top 1 Top 3 Top 5

TypeNet 10.50 15.02 31.12

Table 3. Evaluation of TypeNet. The task of TypeNet is indeed
classification, so we evaluate the top-1/3/5 accuracy of its predic-
tion.

ResNet18 as the model and train it with Binary Cross En-
tropy Loss. It is trained using the Adam optimizer with a
weight decay of 1×10−3 for 6k batch iterations. The learn-
ing rate and batch size are in Tab. 1. Random crop and flip
are used as data augmentation.

C. Individual evaluation of modules

As the three modules in our method are trained sepa-
rately, we evaluate their performances in their own tasks in
the following.

GoalNet: For each test instance, GoalNet samples 30
torso joint positions according to the predicted heatmap,
and we evaluate how close they are to the ground truth 3s-
ago position. We sort the 30 positions by order of their dis-
tances to the ground truth and compute the average `2 dis-
tance of the top-1/3/5 ones. We show the results in Tab. 2.

TypeNet: We evaluate TypeNet as a classifier and report
its top-1/3/5 accuracy. The results are in Tab. 3.

PoseNet: We examine how the refinement of PoseNet
makes an inputted pose type center closer to the ground
truth 3s-ago pose. We report the MPJPE of poses before
and after refinement in Tab. 4.

D. More qualitative results

In Fig. 3, we show samples of our method’s synthesized
poses in the test set. The involved indoor actions include
sitting on a sofa/chair/table, lying on a sofa, touching a cab-
inet/bottle, and several actions on a yoga mat (sit-ups, push-
ups, and leg stretching).

Module MPJPE

Before After

PoseNet 8.87 8.59

Table 4. Evaluation of PoseNet. Given the cluster center pose as
input, we evaluate how much our PoseNet can refine it. The table
shows the MPJPE from the poses to the ground truth poses before
and after PoseNet refinement.

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago

(a) Ours

(b) w/o TypeNet

(c) w/o PoseNet

Most Accurate     Least Accurate

Figure 2. Ablation study on model architecture. From the ther-
mal image, we can deduce that the person was sitting on the chair
with arms on the table. In the model w/o TypeNet, predicted poses
are often out-of-shape. The model w/o PoseNet can hardly provide
the pose we desire because the number of pose types is limited.
Our full model can refine the center pose of a type to fit with the
details in the image, so it successfully generates sitting poses with
an arm on the table (the 1st and 3rd column).

E. Ablation studies on pipeline modules

We implement two versions of our model without Type-
Net or PoseNet to see how these modules contribute to our
method.

w/o TypeNet: In a model without TypeNet, PoseNet gen-
erates a pose based on the input image and a root position
given by GoalNet. The type of the synthesized pose is not
specified here. In some cases, however, various poses are
possible at a specific position. The skeleton joints gener-
ated by this model cannot be guaranteed to belong to the
same pose, which leads to out-of-shape results as Fig. 2(b)
shows and low semantic score in Tab. 5. Besides, because
the generated poses are far from reality, the top-1 MPJPE
is much higher than our complete model, though the top-5

2



RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

Most Accurate     Least Accurate 

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now

Thermal - Now

GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now

Thermal - Now

GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now

Thermal - Now

GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

RGB - Now Thermal - Now GT - 3s Ago Results

Figure 3. Visualization results of our model. For each sample, we sort the 30 predictions in order of MPJPE and show the 1st, 3rd, 5th,
10th, and 20th poses from left to right. Please pay attention to the bright marks pointed out by the arrows in the thermal images.
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Modules MPJPE NLL Semantic Score(%)
GoalNet TypeNet PoseNet Top 1 Top 3 Top 5

X X 19.04 22.45 25.19 112.28 73.12
X X 18.64 22.61 25.65 N/A 76.68
X X X 18.33 22.25 25.25 103.75 82.11

Table 5. Ablation study of removing different components. Our model (the last row) outperforms the incomplete ones in most metrics,
though removing TypeNet provides a slightly lower Top-5 MPJPE. We do not report the NLL for the one without PoseNet since it cannot
be calculated in this setting.

MPJPE is competitive.

w/o PoseNet: In a model without PoseNet, TypeNet pro-
vides a pose type, and the center pose of this type is moved
to the GoalNet’s predicted position to serve as an answer.
Since the number of pose types is limited, the duplicated
pose cannot always fit with the details in the image. In the
first column of Fig. 2(a) vs. (c), the model without PoseNet
simply draws a sitting pose, while our complete model re-
fines it so that the right arm is put on the table. As Tab. 5
illustrates, the refinement served by PoseNet improves both
the synthesized poses’ similarity to the answer and the plau-
sibility in the context.

F. Approval
We have obtained approval for collecting and using the

Thermal-IM dataset from the Institutional Review Board of
our university department.
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